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Image Quality Assessment

● Image quality assessment (IQA) algorithm aims to quantify the human perception of image quality.

● As the “evaluation mechanism”, IQA plays a critical role in most image processing tasks, such as image super-

resolution, denoising, compression and enhancement.

● IQA methods can be divided into full reference methods and no-reference methods. 

● FR-IQA methods take the distortion image and the corresponding reference image as inputs to measure their 

perceptual similarity. reference
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Challenges
● GAN-based methods often fabricate seemingly realistic yet fake details and textures.

● Human Visual Systems often ignore part of the subtle differences of textures.

3 [1] Gu Jinjin, Cai Haoming, Chen Haoyu, Ye Xiaoxing, Jimmy S Ren, and Dong Chao. Pipal: a large-scale image quality assessment dataset for perceptual 
image restoration. In ECCV, 2020.



Motivation

● Pixel-wise comparison
○ sensitive to texture misalignment

○ underestimation for GAN-generated images

● Patch-based prediction
○ input and calculate each patch separately

○ ignore the context information
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Methods

● We propose an Attention-based Hybrid Image Quality Assessment Network to deal with the 

challenges and get better performance on the GAN-based IQA task.

● Employ the Vision Transformer to model the relationship and capture long-range dependencies among 

patches.

● Shallow CNN features are introduced to add detailed spatial information. 

● Use deformable convolution guided by semantic information from ViT.

● Use an adaptive weighted scoring mechanism to give a comprehensive assessment.
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Architecture
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●  two-branch feature extraction module

○ ViT：global and semantic representations

○ CNN：detailed and local information

● find the salient region

○ use feature maps from ViT as guidance

○ preform deformable convolution on CNN feature

bring noise

Feature Extraction and Fusion
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● two-branch patch-wise prediction module

○ prediction: calculates a score for each pixel in the 

feature map

○ spatial attention: calculates an attention map for 

each corresponding score

○ final score: weighted summation of scores.

Patch-wise Prediction Module
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Experiment
Datasets

PIPAL: includes the results of GAN-based IR algorithms

Model Settings Ø data split: train (60%), test (20%), validate (20%)

Ø input image: random crop 224 × 224

Ø backbone: 

CNN: ResNet50

Transformer: ViT-B/16 (traditional); ViT-B/8 (PIPAL)



Performance on traditional IQA datasets



Scatter plots of the objective scores vs. the MOS scores:

Higher correlation means better performance of the IQA method.

Performance on PIPAL
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Ablation study
● Feature fusion strategy ● Backbones

● Pooling strategy



Conclusion

● Propose a hybrid network called AHIQ for full-reference IQA task. It takes advantage of the long-term 

relationship modeling ability of ViT and the local texture information from CNN. 

● AHIQ not only outperforms the SOTA methods on standard datasets, but also has a strong generalization 

ability on unseen samples and hard samples, especially GAN-based distortions.  The ensembled version ranked 

first place in the FR track of the NTIRE 2022 Perceptual Image Quality Assessment Challenge.



Thanks!

https://github.com/IIGROUP/AHIQ


